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Er<perimental investigation of supersonic inflow of a compressorcascade by the laser_2_focus_method

P
by

Schimming

7. INTRODUCTION

The experimental determination of the

,fi ::i:" .* ;T * "' "mati c and . h ", ::hl :;'::ililT""il-T" -

*"TTj,"ffLj,:_i_empiricar methods [rJ are used readine very
velocities. 1Th" ""rudues' 

especially in the region of transonic inlet
which disturo ,n" *,I"frtr;:l;:nown: Brockage effects bv probes,

The recent deveropment of optical methods allow measurements offlow velocities and flow directions in carevaluating ur""" ,r"r*r"; ^:"::.:..,t1 _"*t"0" entrance planes. After
conditions r"" ,rp"t""tilled 

distributions one gets the inlet ftow

In this paper a description of measurements is given, which havebeen performed with the laser_2_focus method (f,2f) [2J in atransonic inlet flow field of a compressor cascade.

2. TEST SET - UP

The present investigation of the transoni<
cascade has been done in the supersor"' 

t*'ot of a compressor
DFVLR in Kdln-por z Lsl . 

cascade wind tunnel of the
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This cascade consists of blades with flat pressure surfaces, eonstant

cambered suction surfaces, sharp leading and trailing edges' The

cascade geometry is shown in Fig' 1'
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Figure 1 Cascade geometry
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Fig. 2 Location of the measuring planes

In Fig. 2 the locations of the measuring planes are presented:

I. Total presso"" pltot, measured in the settling chamber.
II. Total temperature Tltot, measured in the settling chamber.
Itr. Wall static pressure distribution p1, located = 0.5

spacing axially upstream of the cascade front.
IV. Bladg -static pressure distribution ps on the suction surface

at midspan.

Besides this conventionar inlet flow measuring method the L2F-method
uras used. The schematic drawing of this set-up is shown in Fig. B.

The laser, the photomultiplier 'and all the other optical parts are fixed
in a box. This unit is mounted such, that the measuring volume can
be rotated and moved in 3 directions.
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Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of the L2F system

3. TEST PERFORMAI.ICE

The principle shock configuration of the inflow is presented in Fig. 4:
It is a typical unstarted flow case rvith detached shock waves.

The periodicity of the cascade flow uas controled by the wall static
pressure distributions in the cascade inlet and ouflet planes. The
location of the shock waves was observed by shadowgraphs.

The velocities and directions were measured in two planes, A aad B
(Fig. 4), at mid span. The tests have been per{ormed at different
irilet Mach numbers.
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Fig. 4 principle shock location and traversing planes

4, TEST EVALUATION

The measured distribution have been recalculated by the conservationlaws (tuo-dimensional momentum method te] ). gy this procedure onegets the inlet flow conditions far upstream of the cascade front. Besidesthis a conventionar method was used to get the infrow values by wallstatic and suction gurface pressure distribution Lt,+J.

5. TEST RESULTS

In Fig. b the inlet flr
number M_. rhe #j:,* t"n,j,TT:::,lf#:n'J::Iff'
'runique incidenceil method ISJ for this cascade configuration. Theother curve is the theoretical two-dimensional momentum solution[4], wtrictr includes entropy gradients in the inlet flow field.
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Fig' 5 Test results and comparison vrith theoretical methods

The circular symbors represent the test results obtained by the L2Fmethod and tJre cross symbols show the results evaluated by theconventional method.

In the transonic flow cases the theoreticar curves are boundaries forminimum flow angres. All these unstarted cases lead to reduced massflow, that means increasing flow angles (circular symbols).
Figures 6 and ? show the results obtained in the measuring plane A(rig. +) for M- = 1.15 and p o = 15g. 30.

The Mach number and flow angre distribution is protted against thecoordinate 11 in the plane A.
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Fig. o Mach number distribution in the measurement plane A (Fig. a)
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Fig. ? Flow angle distribution in the measurement plane A (fig. +)
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Nowadays, it is possible to make cascade tests at transonic Mach

numberrangeusingopticalmethods.Tillnow,theaccuracyof
transonic inlet flow angle measurements was about 1 20 or much

worse. With the L2F system, we used, one can resolve 0' 20' that

means an accuracy of about I O. to (low turbulence level in the inflow)
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Unsteady flow measurements in straight cascades

c. H
by

Sieverding

1. INTRODUCTION

The cascade tunnel as experimental check for theoretical blade calcula-
tion schemes on one side and blade performance data producing instru-
ment on the other side plays still an important role in the turbomachinery
world' contrary to the flow in rotating machinery, the cascade flow is
looked at as being basically 2-dimensional and steady. However, contrary
to the t'two-dimensionalityttwhich has often been the subject of Iong dis-
cussions, the rrsteadinessrrof the flow has hardly been put into question
until recently. Nowadays, however, it is recognised that two basically
different kinds of instable flow phenomena occur in cascade tunnels: the
first one is linked to the cascade tunnel itself, the second one to the
blade wake flow.

2, I'NSTEADY FLOW PHENOMENA IN CASCADE TUNNELS

Everybody who has had the occasion to watch the transonic or supersonic
outlet flow behind a turbine cascade with a continuous schlieren optical
system, has probably noticed that the shocks appear rarely as sharp
defined density gradients but look in general rather blurred indicating a
light oscillating motion of the shock system. High speed movies taken
at vKI and the AVA-Gtittingen have shown that these instabitities can be
much more dramatic as one might expect from simple schlieren obser-
vation. The shock oscillations are in fact associated with drastic chan-
ges of the wake flow direction. The flow variations reach their maximum
in the transonic range.

The reason for the above described instabilities can be found by compa-
ring the two schlieren pictures in F!g. 1 which shows the supersonic
flow field of a transonic turbine cascade. Both photographs are taken at


